The business park development at Kingsway
has transformed a substantial area of historic
farming landscape. Through an archaeological
planning condition and funding from the
developer, it has been possible to carry out
extensive archaeological investigations of this
landscape on a scale rarely seen in Greater
Manchester, and this has provided a fascinating
insight into the improvement and occupation,
from the sixteenth century onwards, of what
was originally marginal agricultural land.
It was the exploitation of such landscapes,
for meat and dairy produce and for textiles,
that made a significant contribution to the
industrial and economic primacy of the wider
region in the early industrial period.
This booklet sets out, in a well-illustrated and readable style, the various types of
archaeological analyses undertaken during the project. These ranged from examining peat
deposits for evidence of prehistoric farming, through trial trenching for a possible Roman
road, various surveys of historic farm buildings and weavers’ cottages, to a number of largerscale excavations of farmhouse sites. This is the first Greater Manchester Past Revealed
booklet to be produced for the Rochdale area and Oxford Archaeology North’s work makes
an important contribution to this series.

Kingsway Business Park forms a 170ha mixed-use commercial site in the Metropolitan
Borough of Rochdale, that was constructed by Wilson Bowden Developments Ltd.
It lies some 3km to the south-east of Rochdale and c 2.5km south-west of Milnrow,
and is sandwiched between several major communication routes, including the
M62, Kingsway (A664), the Rochdale Canal, and the Rochdale to Oldham railway.
Areas of modern housing and two small historic routeways, known as Lower Lane
and Broad Lane, are present on its eastern side, both in existence by the postmedieval period. Lady House stands on its eastern edge, and the Stanney Brook, a
small tributary of the River Roch, flows within the boundaries of the business park.
Buckley Hill Lane was present by the mid-eighteenth century and represents a
continuation of Lower Lane, which also partly crosses the business park in a northeast/south-west direction. A more recently constructed road, the A6193 (Sir Isaac
Newton Way), crosses the park in the opposite direction.
The site of theKingsway Business Park immediately
prior to development, showing an area of rough
grazing, with the Pennines in the background

Prior to the construction of the business park, the area formed a tract of agricultural
land, typical of other Pennine-fringe landscapes close to the borders of Lancashire and
Yorkshire. Historically, the main economic pursuits were focused on stock rearing, with
rough grazing, and also small-scale textile manufacture. This latter activity became fairly
widespread during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and was normally
undertaken within a domestic, or semi-domestic, context. Most of the archaeological sites
in the business park relate to these rural activities and consisted of the buried remains
of, and also some standing, buildings, which were demolished immediately prior to the
development beginning. Although these sites provide an important glimpse into the
history of the surrounding area, significantly, they also provide important information
relevant to early settlement across a wider area of Greater Manchester.
As a prelude to the construction of the business park, an extensive archaeological
study was undertaken of the area. This was initially designed as a means of identifying
significant archaeological sites that might be within the development area. This was
followed by targeted investigation that aimed to record archaeological sites that might
be disturbed during the redevelopment. This booklet presents the results of this work,
paying particular attention to the sites identified and recorded by the extensive campaign
of archaeological investigation.
Aerial photograph of the business park site in 1997,
prior to its development, showing the pattern of
dispersed agricultural settlement (GMAAS archive)

Archaeology is the study of past human activity through the recovery, recording, and
analysis of material remains, including buried archaeological remains, and upstanding
earthworks and buildings. At Kingsway Business Park, the archaeological work
consisted of several separate stages of investigation, designed to identify and record both
upstanding buildings of historical value and any below-ground archaeological remains
on the site.
Initially, the investigation consisted
of a ‘desk-based assessment’,
which considered the area covered
by the business park. This study
examined historical documents
and pictures, maps such as the
nineteenth-century tithe maps, and
aerial photographs. It also collated
the information held in a database,
termed the ‘Historic Environment
Record’ (HER), which is maintained
by the Greater Manchester local
authorities. As part of the deskbased assessment, a walkover
survey was also completed, which
noted the presence of any visible
archaeological features and historic
buildings within the business park.
This assessment identified 58
sites, which had varying levels
of archaeological significance.
An early map (1846) of Butterworth
township, showing the character of the
landscape covered by part of the Kingsway
Business Park

Around half of the sites were
farmhouses, farm buildings,
and cottages, which were
either extant at the time
of the assessment, or were
identified
from
historical
mapping. These were all postmedieval sites, which dated
to the early seventeenth to
late nineteenth centuries. The
remaining sites were historic
routeways, structures, such as
gateposts and tunnels, stray
archaeological finds, former
field boundaries, and areas of
A nineteenth-century tunnel carrying the Stanney Brook beneath a
historical ploughing. However,
railway embankment
it was also noted that the area
had the potential to contain buried archaeological remains that might relate to much
earlier phases of occupation.
Following this desk-based assessment, the design of the redevelopment of the
site considered how it might affect the upstanding historic buildings and potential
archaeological sites. It was evident that eight of the standing buildings would have to
be demolished. Therefore, these buildings were surveyed to create a permanent record
of them, prior to demolition. During these surveys, both the exteriors and interiors
were photographed, written architectural records were made, and measured plans
of some of the buildings were also produced. In addition, several earthwork sites
were surveyed, including historic routeways, which crossed the business park, areas
of historical ploughing, and a nineteenth-century tunnel carrying the Stanney Brook
beneath a railway embankment.
After the completion of the building surveys, a scheme of archaeological trial trenching
was undertaken. This was designed to locate any significant archaeological remains
that might be present on the business park, and determine their character, condition
and date. Several of these trenches were excavated over the sites of post-medieval
farmsteads, which had been demolished prior to the archaeological investigation. This

Archaeological sites, historic
standing buildings, and other
historical features at Kingsway,
subjected to survey and excavation
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work indicated that significant below-ground remains were present at two of these sites.
Other trenches were excavated across the site of a late eighteenth-century textile mill,
the route of a possible Roman road, post-medieval building platforms and a possible
enclosure, and a nineteenth-century tramway, though, in all cases, no buried remains
relating to these sites were uncovered.
Another element of this phase of work was the excavation of trial trenches across one of
the post-medieval farms, demolished at the start of the development of the business park,
that had been recorded by the archaeological building survey. These trenches indicated
that buried remains were present, and therefore that it would be a worthwhile exercise
to subject some of the other post-medieval farms, recorded as part of the building survey,
to archaeological excavation following their demolition.

Once the sites had been evaluated, a more detailed
phase of open-area excavation was undertaken at
several sites. This involved uncovering the footprints
of 11 post-medieval farms and cottages: seven sites
that had been demolished as part of the redevelopment
of the area, and recorded during the building survey;
and four sites identified and investigated by the trial
trenching. Significantly, evidence for post-medieval
activity was uncovered at all of these sites, comprising
brick and stone walls, and cellars, together with other
features, such as ditches, pits, and postholes, and
artefacts, such as pottery.
In addition to the archaeological work, several
areas of peat, identified during the desk-based
assessment, were also investigated. Such deposits
are important as they often contain ancient plant
Archaeological trial trenching in
remains that can provide information on the former
progress in the winter of 2004/5
climate and vegetation of an area. At the business
park, a peat deposit, close to Lower Lane, was found which contained a wealth of
early plant remains, principally in the form of preserved pollen. This area of peat was
therefore sampled, and these samples were then analysed.
Following the completion of the fieldwork, the records and artefacts were ordered,
catalogued, and analysed. This allowed the results to be interpreted, and the
findings were then outlined in a series
of illustrated reports, and also an
academic monograph. A final stage
involved creating a project archive,
ready for deposition in the relevant
local museum, which in this instance
is Touchstones Rochdale. This archive
contains all of the primary site records,
photographs, and finds, and can be
consulted by future researchers.
The excavation of a late nineteenth-century
cellar at Moss Side Farm

Prehistoric artefacts?
The period prior to written records is called prehistory, and is subdivided into the
Stone Age, Bronze Age, and Iron Age. The Stone Age is further subdivided into the
Old Stone Age (Palaeolithic) and Middle Stone Age (Mesolithic), when a hunting-andgathering lifestyle predominated, and the New Stone Age (Neolithic), which witnessed
the introduction of farming. The majority of prehistoric archaeology in the North West
dates from the Mesolithic period onwards, when the area was recolonised after the last
Ice Age, from c 8000 cal BC until the mid-first century AD.

A carved Celtic-style stone head from the
Rochdale area, typical of those that have
been discovered across the Pennine fringe
(GMAAS archive)

Although no prehistoric remains were uncovered
during the archaeological excavations at the
Kingsway Business Park, prior to this investigation
there was some tentative evidence for early activity in
the area. This consisted of a carved stone head, which
was discovered beneath a hedge at Castle Farm, to
the south of Lower Lane. This egg-shaped head was
carved in a Celtic style, with an open mouth, thick
lips and a triangular flat nose. Similar stone heads
have been discovered across the Pennine fringe,
and although they are difficult to date, it has been
suggested that they might be a product of the Iron
Age (c 700 cal BC-cal AD 70), and that, at a much later
date, they were incorporated into post-medieval field
boundaries, where they acted as charms to protect
livestock. However, an alternative explanation is
that the majority of these stone heads actually date
to the post-medieval period, and specifically the
seventeenth century.

The prehistoric environment
Some details relating to the prehistoric environment of the business park were obtained
from the peat cores extracted to the north of Lower Lane. Peat is an important resource for
environmental archaeologists, as it accumulates over long periods of time, the peat near

the surface being more recent than that at a
greater depth. Pollen and larger remains from
plants growing close to the peat basin, and
also pollen from plants in the wider landscape,
become incorporated into the peat and are
preserved by the prevailing waterlogged
conditions. By taking a core from the peat, it
is therefore possible to record and count the
different species of plants at different points,
and these changes can be depicted on a pollen
diagram. This information can then be used
to determine the dominant vegetation cover
that surrounded the peat basin at different
times since the peat began to form. Fixeddepth samples are also often taken from the
core and radiocarbon dated, which allows the
observed vegetation patterns to be tied into a
calendrical timescale.
Pollen from the Kingsway peat was subjected
to radiocarbon dating, which returned dates
Analysing samples under a microscope
from the late Mesolithic to the late Neolithic
period, from approximately the early sixth to early third millennia cal BC. During the late
Mesolithic period, the area would have been occupied by a highly mobile community of
hunter-gatherers. Based on the discovery of scatters of worked stone tools, it is clear that
these groups exploited the uplands to the south-east of Rochdale, between Saddleworth
and Marsden, and that they also used the River Irwell’s valley to gain access into lowland
areas. In contrast, during the period c 4000-2500 cal BC, Neolithic communities started
to farm the landscape, and also created a range of ritual and funerary monuments, and
land divisions and territoriality later developed. Ceramics and new forms of stone tools
were also adopted. The evidence for these communities in the southern Pennines is
varied, though close to the Kingsway Business Park this largely comprises worked stone
artefacts, which have been found in the Irwell Valley.
Importantly, the pollen within the peat cores from the business park provides a fairly
detailed picture of the local vegetation in the Mesolithic and Neolithic periods. It
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The Kingsway pollen diagram shows the proportions of different trees and other plants that existed at fixed
depths within the peat. Material from certain depths has been radiocarbon dated and this allows the vegetation
patterns to be tied into a calendrical timescale

indicates that during the late Mesolithic period, prior to c 5600 cal BC, the landscape
was predominantly covered by scrubby hazel woodland, which was interspersed
with boggy areas. It also appears that late Mesolithic communities were possibly
using fire to create small woodland openings, which allowed herbs to flourish. These
plants might, in turn, have provided sources of wild food, and also may have attracted
animals that could then have been hunted more easily. By the mid-sixth millennium
cal BC, the hazel scrub had been replaced by an alder woodland, and again small
clearances appear to have been made by Mesolithic communities, perhaps through
fire setting. During the late fifth millennium cal BC, oak woodland briefly appeared,
which also seems to have had small clearances made through burning the woodland
cover.
A decrease in oak and an expansion in birch occurred during the fourth
millennium cal BC, with some limited evidence for what is known as the Elm Decline,
a sharp drop in the population of elm trees, which may be contemporary with the





adoption of a Neolithic lifestyle in the region. This decline in elm took place throughout
Britain and north-west Europe around 3900-3700 cal BC and is the first major decline in
the primeval woodland. However, at Kingsway, clearer evidence for Neolithic activity,
in the form of farming, dates to the early part of the third millennium cal BC, almost 1000
years later. This consists of a rise in grass pollen, indicative of more sustained clearance,
along with cereal-type pollen, suggesting small-scale arable cultivation, and pollen that
is indicative of livestock farming.
Roman activity
In the AD 70s, the Roman army came into the area of what is now Greater Manchester,
creating a series of Roman forts, at places such as Ribchester, Castleshaw and Manchester
itself, that were linked by a network of roads. This network was extensive and in Greater
Manchester emanated from the Roman auxiliary fort in Manchester (Mamucium), which
was established in c AD 79, and may well have been garrisoned until the end of the
Roman period (c AD 400).
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The paved road across Blackstone Edge (GMAAS Archive)

Significantly, prior to the archaeological investigation, one of these Roman roads
was suspected to cross the Kingsway Business Park. It was thought that this formed
a route from the fort at Manchester, across the Pennines, towards Ilkley, and
ultimately to the fort (later a town) at Aldborough, near Harrogate. However, the
origins of this road are contentious, particularly along one of its better-preserved
sections, between Littleborough and Huddersfield, across Blackstone Edge, where it
forms a 4.9m-wide paved road. This was believed to be of Roman origin by several
eighteenth-/nineteenth-century antiquarians, and also by Sir Ian Richmond, an
eminent twentieth-century Roman archaeologist, who was born in Rochdale in 1902.
In 1925, Ian Richmond noted that,
…the road across Blackstone Edge still remains in a wonderfully perfect state. Where
now visible it is mostly constructed with large stone blocks, trimmed square and set on
edge. Down its centre runs a series of larger stones, deeply hollowed where the hill is

steep, and it is bounded by large stone kerbs… On the steepest part of the Blackstone
Edge these central stones have been worn into a deep groove. The cause of this is that
drivers naturally would choose the smoother surface of the large central stones for that
wheel of their carriage under which they placed a skid or iron shoe… this would wear
away the stones comparatively quickly into the deep groove that they now exhibit…
Documentary research, though, suggests that this section, at least, might date to the
eighteenth century, forming part of a turnpike, and that it may have followed the
route of a medieval packhorse road. Needless to say, it is still possible these routes
followed the course of an earlier road that was, perhaps, established in the Roman
period.
One aim of the archaeological investigation at Kingsway Business Park was to uncover
any evidence of this road, and four evaluation trenches were excavated across its
suggested line. However, no evidence of a road was discovered, the only remains
present relating to a former field boundary and nineteenth-century drainage ditches.
This may, therefore, suggest that no such road crossed this area. Indeed, it is quite
possible, given the doubtful Roman date of the Blackstone Edge road, that no such
route existed in the Roman period.
0

Roman roads and findspots within
and surrounding Kingsway
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The medieval era covers approximately 1000 years from the end of Roman rule in
Britain in the early fifth century AD, to the 1540s. During this period, the landscape
in the Rochdale area was divided into a series of small administrative units, known as
townships. Two of these covered the area of the Kingsway Business Park, Stanney Brook
forming the boundary between them. Butterworth was to the east of the brook, and this
place-name is probably Anglo-Saxon in origin, referring to enclosed pastureland (worth)
that provided good butter. Significantly, several other place-names incorporating the
element ‘worth’ are known from the south-west Pennines, which may reflect the presence
of late Anglo-Saxon enclosures, used seasonally for livestock farming. However, no clear
evidence for such an enclosure could be discerned within the Kingsway Business Park
prior to its redevelopment.

Medieval townships, hamlets,
sites, and landscape features
within the Kingsway area,
superimposed on the 6”:1mile
Ordnance Survey First
Edition map
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The other township was Castleton, to the west of Stanney Brook. This is first documented
in the twelfth century and was probably named after the motte-and-bailey castle at Castle
Hill, which was erected in Rochdale sometime in the late eleventh century, following the
Norman Conquest of England in 1066. It is also possible that during the twelfth century
the townships were subdivided into smaller units, forming hamlets (sub-manors) or
freehold estates. The hamlets of Butterworth (later referred to as Butterworth Hall), in
Butterworth township, and Buersill in Castleton township are known within the area of
the Kingsway Business Park. In addition, a very small portion of the hamlet of Newbold
is within the far northern end of the business park, also in Castleton township. It also
appears from documentary evidence that several possible late medieval settlements
were close to the business park, including Dig Gate (originally Dyke Gate), just outside
its southern boundary, and Lady House, Butterworth Hall, and Milnrow to the east,
and Buersill to the west. Further to the north, in Butterworth township, other areas of
medieval settlement included Belfield, Wild House, Low House, and Clegg.
Buersill Moor
The townships of Butterworth and Castleton also contained a fairly large area of common
land, known as Buersill Moor, which probably encompassed much of the area now covered
by the Kingsway Business Park. Early historical references to this indicate that, initially,
medieval rights to the moor were in the hands of various owners/occupiers. It is also clear
that some encroachment onto this common land had occurred by the mid-fourteenth
century, since there are documentary references to buildings. From the early fourteenth
century onwards, the rights to Buersill Moor began to be accrued by the Byron family and,
in 1519, Sir John Byron was granted the stewardship of the manor of Rochdale from Henry
VIII. One of Sir John Byron’s first acts as steward was the construction of a dyke to enclose
part of Buersill Moor, probably the earliest act of enclosure in this area. The enclosure of this
land appears to have been viewed by other local people as an infringement on their rights
to this area of common land. Indeed, it is documented that, following the construction of
the dyke, parts of it were destroyed by women and children from the area. However, after
this incident, the Byrons’ acquisition and enclosure of Buersill Moor continued throughout
the remainder of the sixteenth century.
Significantly, the archaeological desk-based assessment identified a possible early enclosure
in the Buersill Moor area, which had potentially been created by Sir John Byron in 1519.
This enclosure was oval-shaped, enclosed three seventeenth-century farms, and was
defined on its eastern, western, and southern sides by old field boundaries and earthworks.

Three trial trenches were excavated across its boundary to investigate the form and date
of this enclosure. One of these trenches indicated that the eastern side of the enclosure was
defined by an earth bank, with no associated ditch. No dating evidence, such as pottery
or samples that could be used for radiocarbon dating, was recovered though, and hence
the sixteenth-century date of the enclosure cannot be proven with any degree of certainty.
Moss Side Lane and Moor Bank Lane
Two other potential late medieval landscape features were identified during the
archaeological investigation. These were two early routeways that crossed the business
park. One of these was Moss Side Lane, from Buersill (where it was known as Stiups Lane),
which eventually joined, close to the Stanney Brook, with Buckley Hill Lane, leading to
Milnrow. One section of this route was sunken and unpaved, and this was surveyed,
being found to consist of two raised earthen banks on either side of a sunken hollowedout trackway. These types of sunken roads, or hollow-ways, are often medieval in date
and one possibility is that this route originally ran across Buersill Moor. This route was
also lined by several seventeenth-century farms to the west of Stanney Brook, suggesting
that it was in existence prior to the construction of these dwellings.
The trackway known as Moss
Side Lane, looking west
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Profile across Moss Side Lane
(profiles 1 and 2), and Moor
Bank Lane (profiles 3 and 4)

The other potential medieval routeway was Moor Bank Lane, which also had several
seventeenth-century farms on it, perhaps confirming its antiquity. The section of this
route within the business park was over 980m long and was surveyed as part of the
archaeological investigation. For much of its length, it could be characterised as a hollowway, approximately 2.5m wide at its base.
Moor Bank Lane, looking
south-east

In the seventeenth to the mid-eighteenth century (the post-medieval period), a series
of significant changes occurred to many of the rural landscapes within south-eastern
Lancashire. These principally comprised agricultural improvements and expansion,
which led to the eventual enclosure of areas of common land, and the construction
of rural dwellings, farm buildings, and associated routeways. The rearing of stock
formed the principal farming activity undertaken in the Pennine foothills, which
involved a mixture of dairy and sheep farming, with sheep farming being dominant
in moorland areas.
A map by William Yates (1786)
showing the post-medieval character
of the landscape covered by Kingsway
Business Park

In south-east Lancashire, the post-medieval period also witnessed the development
of a domestic-based textile industry, which took place alongside farming and often
formed a much-needed supplementary source of income. In the Lancashire Pennines,
this industry appears to have emerged in the mid- to late sixteenth century and
involved the production of woollen textiles, in areas such as Colne, and both woollen
and linen cloth (made of flax yarn) in Burnley and Padiham. Production appears to
have been undertaken in both substantial houses and also lower-status dwellings, and
it would certainly have occurred within a large proportion of the farms established to
the south-west of Rochdale in the seventeenth century.
The technology and organisation of the labour employed in this industry was
relatively simple and normally involved the preparatory processing of the flax or
wool, such as the disentangling, or scribbling, of the woollen fibres, and then the
hand carding of the fibre by women
John Kay's flying shuttle
and children. The yarn was then
hand-spun by women, and the cloth
woven, by a male weaver, who used
a frame loom.
Several technological advances were made in the textile industry in the mideighteenth-century, which were to have a marked effect on the domestic-based
textile industry in the Lancashire Pennines. These included the invention of the
flying shuttle, patented by John
James Hargreaves’ Spinning
Kay in 1733, which doubled
Jenny allowed the spinning of
the productive capacity of a
multiple threads at once
loom, and the introduction
of mechanised scribbling and
carding machines. In 1764,
James Hargreaves invented the
Spinning Jenny, which provided
significant advances in the
spinning of cloth, as it allowed
a group of eight spindles to be
operated together, rather than
a single distaff and spindle or
spinning wheel. The jennies

could be hand-driven, and were therefore suitable for use in a domestic setting.
Together, these technological advances resulted in an abundance of raw yarn,
which was available for weaving using the improved machinery. In consequence, in
many parts of central and south-east Lancashire, handloom weaving emerged as an
important feature of the rural economy.
Fortunately, documentary evidence exists for the Kingsway Business Park area that
provides an historical context for these changes. It is clear, for instance, that at the
very beginning of the seventeenth century, the manor of Rochdale and its townships
were leased by Sir John Byron, who was the grandson of the Sir John Byron who first
enclosed Buersill Moor. However, due to his poor financial situation, Sir John Byron
let this lease expire, in 1616, and the manor was taken directly under the control of
the Crown. In 1625, Charles I sold it to the trustees of the Earl of Holderness, who
then immediately sold it to Sir Robert Heath, the Attorney General, who, in turn,
mortgaged it to Sir John Byron’s eldest son, another John Byron. The manor was then
sold to Sir John Byron, the mortgagee, in 1638 for £2500, and the Byron family owned
it until 1823.
One significant event during Sir Robert Heath’s time as owner of the manor was his
commissioning, in 1626, of a survey of Rochdale. Some details relating to the character
of the early seventeenth-century landscape covered by the Kingsway Business Park
can be gleaned from this survey. For instance, it indicates that the part of Buersill
Moor that lay to the west of Stanney Brook, in Castleton township, had been sold
off in the early 1600s, by Sir John Byron, to individuals who were yeomen farmers,
holding the land as freeholders. In total, 30 yeomen are listed and their holdings
contained dwellings and fields. Similarly, the survey lists 82 yeoman farmers in
Butterworth township, and several of these probably held land immediately to the
east of Stanney Brook, in the area covered by the business park.
The yeomanry was a distinctive group of wealthy farmers that emerged in Lancashire
in the post-medieval period, and were particularly prevalent in the Lancashire
Pennines. Yeoman farmers, such as those at Kingsway, often owned the land, as
freeholders, and, as such, were exempt from giving agricultural service to the lord of
the manor; importantly, they had the right to pass their land to their heirs. Yeoman
farmers often employed labourers, who, in turn, normally leased portions of the
yeoman’s holdings and/or may have rented property.

Yeoman houses at Kingsway
Following the acquisition of land, it was normal for a yeoman farmer to construct
a farmhouse, often alongside other agricultural buildings, and the archaeological
building surveys and excavations in the Kingsway Business Park identified and
recorded ten of these houses. These date to the seventeenth and earlier part of the
eighteenth centuries and are typical of those yeoman houses found in other parts
of the Lancashire Pennines. At two sites (Higher Moss Side Farm and Pyche Farm),
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The post-medieval buildings investigated at Kingsway Business Park

although the excavations uncovered evidence that probably related to seventeenthcentury houses, the plans of these dwellings were not evident. The documentary
evidence indicates, however, that the building at Higher Moss Side Farm was occupied
by the Butterworth family, who are recorded as cloth-makers at Moss Side in 1656.
Two-cell houses
Where plans of the houses could be established, the most common form was a small,
single-depth (or single-room deep) house, containing two cells, or bays. Four seventeenthcentury examples were recorded, at Lower Lane Farm, Lane End, Near Moor Bank Farm,
and Castle House.
Some details relating to the date of construction of some of these properties, and their
early occupants, can be gleaned. For example, the earliest seems to have been Lane
End, which is mentioned in the 1626 survey of Rochdale. At that time, the property was
owned by the Clegg family. The earliest deeds for Lower Lane Farm suggest that it dates
to 1694, whilst it is evident that Near Moor Bank Farm was built in 1632, the evidence
for this being an initialled datestone, bearing the inscription ‘I M M 1632’, set over the
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main entrance of the farmhouse. The initials
‘I M M’ refer to the Milne family, who held
two properties at Moor Bank during the
seventeenth century, and it is possible that
Near Moor Bank Farm was occupied, and
perhaps built by, John Milne, an important
woollen clothier, who died in 1679.

The 1632 datestone above the main doorway at Near
Moor Bank Farm

One of the cells would have formed the
housbody, which acted as the living
room and cooking area. This room would
therefore have been heated either by an
inglenook fireplace (common up until the
mid-seventeenth century), or a fireplace
built with a stone stack (utilised from the
mid-seventeenth century onwards). Direct
evidence for original fireplaces in these
buildings was limited, however, though
it appears that Lower Lane Farm was
provided with a stone stack-type fireplace.

Castle House, which dates to the mid-/late seventeenth century, may originally have
contained a stone-stack fireplace, whilst it is likely that Near Moor Bank Farm and
Lane End, dating to the early/mid-seventeenth-century, originally contained inglenook
fireplaces. These fireplaces formed a distinct area within the house, which was principally
used for cooking, and they were provided with a timber and plaster firehood, carried
on a timber beam or bressumer. The bressumer was supported by an external wall and
an internal stone or timber heck (partition wall), next to the entrance. The inglenook
was also usually lit by a small external window (a fire window) and its back wall often
contained recesses, which functioned as salt boxes.
The other cell in small two-celled seventeenth-century houses acted as the parlour.
During this century, in single-storeyed buildings, the parlour was also used as a bedroom;
however, when the house had first-floor bedrooms, it would normally have functioned
as a private sitting-room, which was often heated by a fireplace. The seventeenth-century
houses at Lower Lane and Near Moor Bank Farm had an upper storey, which may have

contained one or more bedrooms;
however, it is interesting to note that
during the seventeenth century the
parlours in both were unheated, and
it is quite possible that they had other
uses than as a private sitting-room.
Eventually, however, the parlour
associated with Lower Lane was
rebuilt in the mid-eighteenth century,
and this had a fireplace. Similarly, the
parlour at Lane End was also originally
unheated, though it is unclear whether
this building possessed a first floor at
that stage.

The first-floor bedroom at Lower Lane Farm has
mullioned windows, which suggest that it dates to the
seventeenth century

Castle House, in its original guise, was single-storeyed and hence the parlour probably
also functioned as a bedroom. However, during the late eighteenth century, a first-floor
was added, which presumably provided bedroom space and, hence, the parlour might
then have become solely a private sitting-room. It is also apparent at Lane End that the cell
containing the parlour
also contained a small
room, which probably
functioned
either
as a pantry, where
dry foodstuffs were
stored, or as a buttery/
milkhouse, which would
have contained milk,
butter, and other liquids
stored in wooden and/
or earthenware vessels.
The principal elevation of
the seventeenth-century
Castle House, raised in
height in the eighteenth
century, by the addition of
a first floor

Several different arrangements of entrances are apparent, seen also in seventeenth-century
yeoman houses in the wider region. Within Pennine Lancashire and Greater Manchester,
three main entrance arrangements are known, which have been classified as cross-passage,
gable end, and lobby entrances. Although the cross-passage type of entrance did not seem to
have been present at Kingsway, the other two entrance types were noted. The house at Lane
End had a gable-end entrance, the doorway on its gable wall allowing access directly into
the housebody. The entrance therefore lay to the side of the inglenook, or fireplace stack, that
would have been present in this part of the house.
Lobby entrances allowed access through the façade of the house into the housebody,
and were either positioned at one end of the house, or at its centre. The lobby (or baffle)
entrance was created by the heck wall of the inglenook or stone stack of the fireplace, and
it meant that those entering the house had to turn either left or right to access its rooms.
Near Moor Bank Farm appears to have had a central lobby entrance and it is also likely
that Castle House had a similar type of entrance.
The entrance arrangement at Lower Lane Farm appears somewhat eccentric, however, in
that it does not conform to these entrance types. There, the housebody was directly entered
from the end of the façade and there was no lobby. Castle House was also unusual in
that it contained an additional entrance on its rear elevation, close to the gable end of the
building. Although additional entrances associated with seventeenth-century houses are
relatively uncommon, they usually allowed access to the parlour, and this may have been
the case at Castle House.
Small cellared outshuts were also added
to both Lower Lane Farm and Near Moor
Bank Farm during remodelling. At Lower
Lane Farm, this dated to the mid-eighteenth
century, and comprised the rebuilding
of the bay containing the parlour and the
rear section of the house, the outshut being
appended to the seventeenth-century
housebody. This may have been a pantry,
with the cellar perhaps being a cold store.
The mid-eighteenth-century cellar at Lower Lane Farm

At Near Moor Bank Farm, the
remodelling dates to the late
eighteenth century and, again,
this entailed the rebuilding
and extending of the rear wall
of the property, to allow the
insertion of a staircase, along
with the construction of a
cellared outshut. This ‘new’
outshut was accessed from the
parlour and, again, the cellared
element probably functioned
as a cold store.

The late eighteenthcentury cellar at Near
Moor Bank Farm
uncovered during
archaeological excavation

The datestone above the doorway of
Dixon Green Farm (GMAAS Archive)

It is also worth noting that a surviving
seventeenth-century two-cell house still
stands in the Kingsway area, though this
did not form part of the project. This is
Dixon Green Farm, which is protected as a
Grade II Listed Building. It has a datestone
on the south-west elevation that reads
‘I W M: 1685’, which might be a reference
to the Whitworth family, as the central
initial on a datestone often denotes the
surname of the family. This house was
built in stone, with the rubble walls sitting
on a projecting plinth, and has the typical
housebody and parlour arrangement, with
a lobby entrance allowing access into the
housebody. A seventeenth-century single
two-light chamfered mullion window
survives to the south of the doorway in
the south-eastern elevation. At a later
date, a barn was added to the building,
after which two brick-built cottages were
added to the farmhouse/barn.

A three-cell house
Cherry Tree Farm was also a
seventeenth-/ eighteenth-century
two-cell house, but it had an
attached barn. Excavation of its
footprint suggests that it probably
originally contained a housebody
and parlour, but subsequently, an
additional stone-built room (1A)
was added to the southern end of
the house, to create a three-cell
yeoman house. It appears that
this extension was single storeyed
and may have been an additional
parlour. At a similar time, a
storeroom (3) was added to the
northern end of the barn. This type
of three-cell house, although rare
at Kingsway, is often encountered
in other parts of Lancashire and
Greater Manchester, and may
result from either an extension,
as at Cherry Tree Farm, or was a
three-cell house form the outset.
The seventeenth-/eighteenth-century
housebody and barn at Cherry Tree Farm
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The seventeenth-century remains at Lower Moss
Side Farm revealed by archaeological excavation

A T-shaped house
Another house type, dating to the seventeenth century, is recognisable at Lower
Moss Side Farm, which appears to represent a slightly larger property than the other
yeoman houses recorded. This had a T-shaped plan, consisting of a north-south range,
comprising a housebody and parlour, with another room to the rear. The function of
this rear room may have been as
an additional parlour, though
in some early seventeenthcentury T-shaped houses in
the Lancashire Pennines, rear
rooms often functioned as a
kitchen. Interestingly, this
room also had a large cellar
beneath, which might have
been connected with specific
activities at the farmhouse.
The steps into the seventeenth-century
cellar at Lower Moss Side Farm
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The mid-eighteenth-century remains of the farmhouse
and outbuilding at Castle Farm
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Double-pile houses
Excavation at Castle Farm exposed the
footprint of a farmhouse that appears to date
to the mid-eighteenth century, which was
two-rooms deep. From a ‘ghost’ roofline
detected during the building survey, on an
adjacent and later weavers’ cottage (p 42), it
is also apparent that this building was twostoreyed. It is quite likely, based on this
evidence, that this formed an example of a
small double-pile farmhouse. This type of
house was built from the mid-eighteenth
to late nineteenth century, being found in
all parts of England, and, in Lancashire,
the first experiments in constructing larger
double-depth houses date to the mid-/late
seventeenth century. Another double-pile
house of similar date might also have existed
at Pyche, which replaced a seventeenthcentury house. Unfortunately, excavation
at the site only uncovered the rear portions
of this property, and the work therefore
provided few additional details.
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Floor plans of a typical double-pile house

Although the precise arrangement of the
floor plans of the houses at Castle Farm and
Pyche was difficult to discern, generally,
houses of this type contained four rooms
at ground-floor level. The front rooms
comprised a living room and parlour, whilst
at the rear of the house were a scullery/
kitchen and dairy/service room, separated
by a staircase. This staircase led to the first
floor, which would have contained four
bedrooms. The main access to the house was
through an off-centre doorway, which might
have led either into a lobby, or directly into
the living room.
The remains of the wall defining the corner of the
eighteenth-century double-pile house at Pyche. This
lay above a seventeenth-century ditch, visible as a
hollow filled with dark soil

Agricultural buildings
As well as areas for living, several of the yeoman farms investigated were associated with
agricultural buildings. That at Castle Farm formed a separate building, which, from its
size, may have acted as a store or outbuilding, although its function cannot be confirmed.
The other agricultural buildings recorded functioned as barns and/or cowhouses
(shippons), which were appended directly onto the yeoman house, in a linear
arrangement. This was apparent
The excavation of the house and
at Lane End and Cherry Tree
barn at Cherry Tree Farm
Farms, where the barn/shippon
was contemporary with the two/
three-celled house. At this latter
site, this linear arrangement
was extended further in the
eighteenth century through the
construction of additional rooms
to both north and south. A linear
arrangement also existed at Near

Moor Bank Farm, as a barn was appended to the dwelling as part of the phase of late
eighteenth century remodelling (p 26). Similarly, a barn was attached to the doublepile house at Pyche, though under a separate roof.
This linear arrangement of a separate dwelling and barn/shippon exhibits similarities
with a particular type of special-purpose rural building, known as a laithe house.
This style of building was prevalent throughout the Pennine areas of Lancashire and
Yorkshire, and dates to between 1650 and 1880, though most were built between 1780
and 1820. However, true laithe houses comprised a two-room-deep dwelling (one or
two bays wide), with the farm building under the same roof, and hence they are slightly
different from the Kingsway examples. In any event, it is likely that the Pennine laithe
houses and the linear arrangement of dwelling and farm buildings at Kingsway may
have had a similar origin, and were occupied by similar people engaged in similar
rural activities.
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The later additions to the
seventeenth-century house at
Near Moor Bank Farm
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The Early Textile Industry
Aside from farming, it is quite likely that textile working, or involvement in the textile
industry, also occurred at some of the yeoman farmhouses recorded, and this would have
supplemented, or formed the main source of, the income of these households. Although
it is difficult, based on the evidence derived from the archaeological investigations, to
determine the presence of this, some limited evidence was uncovered. For instance, a pit
was present in one of the rooms of the house at Lower Moss Side Farm, which contained
degraded felt. Similarly, at Lower Lane Farm, a comparable pit containing organic-rich
material was identified to the west of the seventeenth-century house. In both instances,
these pits might have contained detritus from textile working (the spinning and/or
weaving of wool) and thus indicate a direct link between these yeoman houses and local
textile working. It is also interesting to note that the seventeenth-century house at Lower
Moss Side Farm also had a fairly large cellar, which could have been used to store raw
materials used in textile working, as well as finished products.
The documentary evidence further
highlights the importance of textile
manufacture in the Kingsway
area. For example, in 1656, a farm
at Moor Bank was occupied by
James Buckley, who was a weaver.
Similarly, the Butterworths of
Moss Side were listed as clothmakers in 1656. Slightly later in the
seventeenth century, John Milne,
who occupied Near Moor Bank
Farm, is documented as an important
woollen clothier and, in 1664, he
also became a woollen merchant, in
partnership with James Whitworth
of Buersill. Samuel Dewhurst, who
in 1673 was resident at Moss Side,
was also a local woollen merchant,
selling raw materials to local clothmakers, who would then produce
cloth and sell this on for a profit.

The early pit at Lower Moss Side Farm, containing
degraded felt

Across the region, prior to the Industrial Revolution in the 1780s, the post-medieval textile
‘industry’ would have been organised in several ways. For much of the period, textile
production would have been undertaken by small independent manufacturers, who
normally comprised a single-family unit, headed by a ‘clothier’, engaged in all elements
of textile manufacture. Indeed, in some parts of the Pennines, such as the Castleshaw and
Piethorne valleys, clothiers formed the dominant textile manufacturers and they rarely
employed people outside of their own family.
However, during the latter part of the seventeenth century, the ‘putting-out’ system
developed in the Rochdale woollen industry. This led to the emergence of large merchant
capitalists, who distributed the work through middlemen. Within this system, the
middlemen received yarn from, and returned the cloth to, a manufacturer, who controlled
the distribution of both raw material and finished cloth. Indeed, in the Kingsway area,
one of these early capitalist manufacturers may have been John Milne of Near Moor Bank
Farm. In partnership with James Whitworth of Buersill, he is known to have purchased
wool from Ireland, which was sent via Liverpool to Rochdale. Milne and Whitworth then
used local weavers to produce the cloth, some of which was bleached at Buersill Fold.
Presumably, the finished cloth was then returned to Milne and Whitworth for distribution.
Significantly, this enterprise appears to have been fairly profitable, as, on John Milne’s
death in 1679, his textile business was worth the, then considerable, sum of £1000 (now
equivalent to c £84,000 today).
Diagram of the 'putting out'
system, showing the role of the
'middlemen' in orange
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Througout the late eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, farming formed
the economic mainstay at Kingsway,
which was supplemented by various
other activities, principally small-scale
textile production. Furthermore, from
the late eighteenth century, the weaving
of cloth started to become an increasingly
important element of the rural economy,
and this led to the appearance of several
specialised, semi-domestic buildings,
containing loomshops.

Lower Lane Mill, as depicted on the Ordnance Survey
map of 1893. The mill dates to c 1780 and comprised
two adjoining buildings. The site was later used as an
iron works and was then a cotton-processing plant in
the mid-twentieth century

Aside from these semi-domestic
loomshops, another defining feature
of the late eighteenth century was the
appearance of purpose-built textile mills in the Rochdale area during the 1780s.
Indeed, the site of one such mill is within the Kingsway Business Park, though, as
this was not affected by the development, this was not the subject of archaeological
investigation. It is situated at Broad Shaw next to an early seventeenth-century
farmhouse and barn, and was constructed in 1782 by Francis Ashworth. As such, it
may have been Rochdale’s first purpose-built cotton mill. It was reputedly no bigger
than an outhouse and was used initially for the carding of cotton, though Ashworth
used it subsequently for the scribbling and carding of wool. The site of another
comparable mill may also have existed within the business park, known as Lower
Lane Mill. This also dated to the 1780s and possibly functioned as a woollen mill,
owned by John Wild. However, archaeological evaluation at the site indicated that
its remains had been completely destroyed during the construction of a twentiethcentury building.
During the nineteenth century, industrialisation rapidly progressed across the
wider Rochdale area. This led to a shift towards the manufacture of cotton goods,
which expanded rapidly following the introduction of steam power, coupled with a

The construction of the Rochdale Canal to the north of Kingsway
Business Park proved a great stimulus for the area’s textile
industry, textile mills being established along this section, which
are depicted on the Ordnance Survey map of 1893

downturn in the woollen trade in the mid-nineteenth century. One significant advance
in the weaving of both cotton and woollens during this period was the introduction
of a successful power loom in the 1820s, which mechanised the weaving process, and
eventually allowed it to be undertaken within large single-storey weaving sheds.
The focus for the production of cotton goods was the Rochdale Canal. This was
authorised by an Act of Parliament in 1794 and was designed to link Manchester
with the canal system of West Yorkshire, with the section close to Kingsway, between
Sowerby Bridge and Rochdale, being completed in 1798. It proved a great stimulus
for the area’s nineteenth-century cotton industry and, in its vicinity, several large
cotton mills were established from the 1820s onwards. However, although the factorybased system of textile production was introduced there, within the Kingsway area
handloom weaving continued to form a feature of the rural economy.

A booming farming and textile economy
Late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century farm extensions and labourers’ cottages
Several of the yeoman farms investigated presented clear evidence for rebuilding
during the late eighteenth century and the first decade of the nineteenth century,
in the form of extensions to existing farmhouses and the construction of cottages,
probably designed to house farm labourers. Together, this evidence suggests that
agricultural productivity may have been increasing across this area, perhaps linked
to the growing demand for foodstuffs from the emerging industrial towns in Greater
Manchester and Lancashire.
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Late eighteenth-/early nineteenth-century
labourers’ cottages at Kingsway
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For instance, at Higher Moss Side Farm, a seventeenth-century farmhouse was
probably demolished in the late eighteenth century and replaced by two terraced
cottages and an adjoining barn. These cottages were a good example of double-pile
single-fronted buildings, which became prevalent across a wide area of Lancashire

from the late eighteenth
century onwards. Each
had an identical plan, with
a living room/kitchen at
the front of the dwelling,
with a fireplace, and a
smaller pantry/scullery to
the rear. Each cottage also
had a small cellar, which
probably acted as a cold
store, directly beneath the
The late eighteenth-century cottages at Higher
Moss Side Farm
pantry/scullery.
Access
into the cottages was
through doors on the main façade, and the building was also almost certainly two
storeyed, with bedrooms on the first floor. The barn was attached to the eastern end,
creating a linear range, reminiscent of the Pennine laithe house (p 31).
At Lower Lane Farm, although the yeoman house was retained, a cottage was
added in 1793, against the western side of the earlier building. This cottage was,
however, of a more modest design than those at Higher Moss Side, in that it formed
a single-unit structure,
again typical of the late
The cellars of the Higher
Moss Side Farm cottages
eighteenth century. It
merely possessed a living
room/kitchen
with
a
bedroom above.
Other terraced labourers’
cottages were constructed
at Haigh Field in the late
eighteenth century, on
a virgin site. Although
cartographic
evidence
indicates that by the late
nineteenth century these
comprised two adjoining

properties, intriguingly a
‘room’ in the southernmost
of the cottages resembles a
small single-unit structure.
Furthermore, this had a
small outshut, with a cellar
beneath,
that
probably
functioned as a cold store.
It is quite possible therefore
that originally the range
began life as a small row of
The excavated cottages at Haigh Field
single-unit cottages, which
were later knocked through
to create two adjoining, larger, cottages. The documentary and cartographic evidence
suggests that this ‘conversion’ had occurred by the 1840s.
The existing farmhouse at Cherry Tree Farm was substantially modified in the first
decade of the nineteenth century, probably in 1805. This entailed the conversion of
the south-eastern end of the seventeenth-/eighteenth-century farmhouse into two
adjoining, single-unit cottages, which each possessed a living room/kitchen and
bedroom above. Another cottage was also added to the north-western end of the farm
complex, probably at a similar time. Although the ground-floor area of this cottage
was no greater in size than the cottages to the south-east, it had been subdivided
into a living room/kitchen and
Excavating the cottages and barn at Lane End Farm
pantry, forming a one-and-a-halfunit cottage.
The seventeenth-century farmhouse
at Lane End Farm was also extended
during the late eighteenth century,
perhaps in 1793. This L-shaped
extension could be accessed from
the earlier farmhouse and its
construction more than doubled the
available space within the farm. The
extension also had a reasonably large

The seventeenth-/eighteenth-century cottage (right) and
the nineteenth-century range (left) at Castle House

cellar, which probably functioned as a cold store. Given the fairly dramatic increase
in floor size at this farm, it is tempting to speculate that at least some of the farm was
given over to house farm labourers, or perhaps semi-domestic textile production.
Similarly, at Castle House, the original seventeenth-century farmhouse was expanded
in the late eighteenth century, though in this case this involved raising the height of
the building to create a first floor. During the early nineteenth century, an L-shaped
extension was also constructed at the corner of the seventeenth-century building,
comparable to the L-shaped extension added to Lane End Farm. Again, this may
suggest that this extension allowed parts of the farm to be used for housing farm
labourers, which is confirmed by the 1851 Census returns.
The seventeenth-century farmhouse at Near Moor Bank Farm was also substantially
modified in the late eighteenth century. This entailed extending its internal floor
area and constructing a cellared outshut (p 26). In addition, a barn was added to the
farmhouse, in a laithe-house-style arrangement.

A depiction of handloom
weavers in a loomshop

Late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century weavers’ cottages
During the late eighteenth century, a type of cottage emerged in the Kingsway
area that was linked to textile production. These buildings are termed weavers’
cottages, as they were often associated with handloom weaving, and they are also a
feature of other parts of rural Lancashire, Yorkshire, and Greater Manchester. Most
examples date to between 1770 and 1820, and their appearance in the woollenproducing districts of Lancashire and Yorkshire was a result of the abundance of
raw yarn that was then available, as a consequence of technological advances, and
the absence, prior to the 1820s, of automated power looms, housed in dedicated
textile mills.

Weavers’ cottages could be
either two- or three-storeyed,
and they functioned as both
houses and workshops. The
presence of the workshop
element normally resulted
in a row of long mullioned
windows, which provided the
daylight needed for textile
working. These workshops
might occur on any floor of
the property and could also be
situated within cellars, which
provided humid conditions
that
were
advantageous
for weaving. One common
arrangement, however, in rural
Lancashire
and
Yorkshire,
Typical three-storeyed Lancashire weavers’ cottages, with
and one that certainly applied
loomshops on the first and second floors
to some of the Kingsway
buildings, was a two-storeyed structure, with one or two living rooms on the ground
floor and chambers for sleeping and weaving on the first floor, with the looms being
set up against the window. Another common arrangement was a cottage with three
storeys, where the ground floor was used for living, the first floor for sleeping and
weaving, and the top floor entirely for weaving.
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Weavers’ cottages at Kingsway
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During the archaeological investigations at Kingsway, four sites with early weavers’
cottages were identified. These include late eighteenth-century examples at Higher
Moss Side Farm and Castle House, which were constructed right next to pre-existing
farmhouses, highlighting the importance of both farming and weaving to the economy
of these settlements. Late eighteenth-/early nineteenth-century examples were also
recorded at Mayfields and Moss Side Farm. However, these examples were standalone textile complexes that were not originally associated with any farm buildings.

The south-eastern elevation of the weaver's cottage at Castle
Farm, showing the blocked multi-light windows at loft level

Little remained of the weaver's cottage at Higher Moss Side Farm, but the other sites
were upstanding at the time of the archaeological investigations and were, therefore,
subjected to building surveys, and, following their demolition, open-area excavations.
This work indicated that the building at Castle Farm was a two-and-half-storeyed
single-depth building, and comprised a domestic area at ground-floor level, with an
associated small cellar. The first floor acted as a workshop, and was probably also
used for sleeping, whilst the loft area was entirely given over to weaving and was lit
by a, by then blocked, continuous mullioned window on the principal elevation, that
had 15 window lights.

Significantly, some evidence relating to
the type of looms used at Castle Farm was
identified at first-floor level. This took the
form of four crude-cut mortises on the
underside of two bridging beams in the
ceiling. The spacing of these indicate that a
broad loom had been set on this floor. Such
looms were employed in the specialised
weaving of textiles over 36 inches wide
(c 0.90m), which could be operated by a
One of the crude-cut mortices in the ceiling
bridging beams at Castle Farm, which secured
single weaver, and were also twice as fast
the broad loom
as earlier looms. The documentary and
archaeological evidence suggests that handloom weaving was undertaken at this site
between the late eighteenth century and the 1840s. After that time, it is possible that
the workshop part of the cottage was used for cutting fustian, as people following
this trade are recorded at Castle Farm in the 1861 Census.
At Moss Side Farm, a three-bay, single-depth cottage was established in the late
eighteenth century. Although few original features survived, it is evident that it was
built in stone and was two-storeyed, the upper floor being associated with windows,
sited directly below the eaves, which probably once formed a continuous mullioned
window. This implies that a loomshop existed on the first floor, with domestic
accommodation below. An ancillary building immediately to the south-east of the
cottage was probably built in 1831 and may have been a small warehouse/workshop
to serve this small manufacturing site.
The weavers’ cottages at Mayfields
clearly demonstrate the significance of
textile manufacture in the Kingsway area,
and provide an excellent example of a
semi-domestic textile site. The earliest
elements dated to 1787, and comprised
two adjoining purpose-built weavers’
cottages, constructed in stone by a local
woollen manufacturer, who was a member
of the Butterworth family (possibly John

The weavers’ cottages at Mayfields
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Nineteenth-century development of Mayfields

Butterworth). At ground-floor
level, they were both divided
into two rooms, forming the
domestic part of the cottages,
with a living room/kitchen at
the front and a pantry to the
rear. One of the cottages also
had a small cellar, beneath
the pantry. In both cottages,
the first floor formed the
loomshop
and
sleeping
area, both being lit by a long
mullioned window, originally
with six lights.

During the early nineteenth century, this semi-domestic complex was expanded,
probably reflecting the increasing demand for handloom weaving during this period.
Initially, this involved the construction of a small building immediately to the rear
of the late eighteenth-century weavers’ cottages, which may have functioned as a
warehouse, and then later a barn, along with another outbuilding. This was followed
by the construction of an additional weaver's cottage, which was appended to the
earlier cottages. It also seems likely that this cottage
The stone outbuilding at Mayfields
was associated with a blacksmith’s forge, known
to have been present on the site in 1831. Although
this latter cottage was built in brick, it was of
comparable design to the earlier buildings, in that it
was a single-bay wide, with two rooms at groundfloor level and a loomshop above, with a six-light
window. Another detached, double-depth cottage,
which was a single-bay wide, was also constructed
immediately to the east. It is unclear, however,
whether this functioned as a weaver's cottage or
whether it was entirely domestic. However, taken
as a whole, all of the buildings at the site suggest
that a thriving textile business existed at Mayfields
in the early-mid-nineteenth century.

Mid-nineteenth-century buildings: cottages and barns
Several buildings were identified at Lower Moss Side Farm, Cherry Tree Farm,
Lower Lane Farm, and Wychenley Cottage that date to the mid-nineteenth century.
These comprised agricultural buildings and also labourers’ and weavers’ cottages.
Importantly, the presence of these latter buildings indicates that handloom weaving
continued to form an element of the rural economy into the mid-nineteenth century,
even though by this date factory-based weaving, within large textile mills, was well
established.
At Wychenley Cottage, two adjoining single-unit labourers’ cottages were built in the
mid-nineteenth-century, whilst at Cherry Tree Farm, a two-bay, single-depth weaver's
cottage was appended to the farm complex in the mid-nineteenth century. Although
the latter cottage had been demolished prior to the archaeological investigations, an
early photograph of the building indicates that loomshops were present in both bays
at first-floor level. The domestic area was at ground-floor level, and one of the bays
had been subdivided into a living room and pantry, mimicking the plan of a oneand-a-half-unit cottage.
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At Lower Moss Side Farm, a seventeenth-century yeoman farmhouse was demolished
in the mid-nineteenth-century and replaced by two adjoining, two-bay cottages.
Both were two-storeyed buildings, and part of the cellar of the seventeenth-century
farmhouse was incorporated into their design. The ground-floor rooms of both

cottages formed domestic areas, along with the first floor in the western bay of the
westernmost cottage. In contrast, the first floor of the eastern bay of this cottage, and
also the first-floor of the adjoining cottage, was lit by multi-light windows, and thus it
is clear they functioned as loomshops as well as, probably, sleeping areas. The evidence
therefore points to the presence of a dedicated semi-domestic textile-manufacturing site,
that might conceivably date to the 1850s.
It appears, however, that the life of
the weavers’ cottages at Lower Moss
Side was comparatively short, based
on the evidence recovered from an
adjacent barn. The building survey
detected timbers within the barn’s
fabric that were from wooden loom
frames, which probably derived
from the nearby weavers’ cottages.
This, in turn, suggests that weaving
had become a redundant activity by
the time the barn was constructed.
The mid-nineteenth-century barn at Lower Moss Side Farm
Indeed, the construction of the barn
probably signals the shift from a
reliance on weaving, with some
farming, to solely farming, and might have also entailed the conversion of the cottages into a
farmhouse and labourer’s cottage. A datestone associated with
the barn indicates that it was either built in the 1860s or 1880s,
although the earlier date is probably more likely, as it is doubtful
that handloom weaving occurred in the area during the 1880s.
Similarly, a mid-nineteenth-century agricultural building at
Lower Lane Farm is suggestive of an expansion in agricultural
productivity. This building functioned as a shippon for cattle
and its interior possessed the typical arrangement of a manure
passage, stalls, and feeding passage, over which was a raised
loft.
The cattle stalls in the shippon at Lower Lane Farm

The late nineteenth century
During the late nineteenth century, several modifications were made to the earlier
buildings that were examined as part of the investigations at Kingsway. Many of these
modifications were fairly minor, though at some sites they were more substantial.
For example, fairly major modifications occurred at Moss Side Farm. These
included the addition of a cellared extension to the late eighteenth-century
cottages (p 42), and the insertion of a sunken room into the interior of one of
them. It is possible that these related to their conversion into a farmhouse.
Other associated modifications relating to the conversion of the site into a farm
included the construction of a yard and the conversion of an early nineteenthcentury warehouse/workshop into a shippon. Similarly, at Mayfields, the early
nineteenth-century warehouse/barn was rebuilt in the late nineteenth century,
and major modifications were also made to the seventeenth-century barn at Lane
End Farm, to convert it into a shippon. This evidence appears to suggest that
during this period dairy farming had become important.

The late nineteenth-century sunken room (background) at Moss Side Farm

The archaeological excavations of the Kingsway houses also produced evidence
for ‘ritual’ activity. Specifically, this comprised the burying of complete pottery
vessels beneath the floors of some of the farms. For instance, at Cherry Tree Farm,
a complete earthenware
vessel, dating to the
seventeenth or early to
mid-eighteenth century,
had been buried beneath
the floor of its barn/
shippon. This was next
to a doorway leading out
of the northern end of
the building. Similarly,
at Moss Side Farm, a
complete storage jar had
The complete
been buried beneath the
earthenware
floor of a late eighteenthvessel from
Cherry Tree
century extension to the
Farm
dwelling.
Collections of late eighteenth-century objects were also deliberately buried inside a
late eighteenth-century cottage at Higher Moss Side Farm. Two pits were discovered
within this cottage, one of which contained two near-complete ceramic vessels, a
clay tobacco-pipe fragment, and a worn copper-alloy Georgian-era coin, which had
probably been placed within the vessels, whilst the other contained copper-alloy
pins, a copper-alloy button, a cow bone (vertebra), two gunflints, and fragments of
eighteenth-century pottery.
Although the exact reasons for the burial of these objects is unclear, it is likely that
they relate to different practices. In the case of the burial of the complete empty
vessels, it is quite possible that these represented foundation deposits, with the
pots being buried during the construction of the buildings/extensions, perhaps
designed to bestow good luck/fortune on the structure.

At Higher Moss Side Farm, the collection of objects contained within a pit, and also
those objects buried within the complete vessels, might represent charms, which
provided ‘luck’, and would also have guarded against witchcraft. These items
may form part of a wider tradition, involving the use of charms to protect against
witches, particularly prevalent throughout seventeenth-century England, but
which continued in certain rural areas up until the twentieth century. Coins were
often used to protect against witchcraft, especially in dairies, where difficulties in
butter-making were often attributed to witchcraft. Similarly, metal pins were also
used as charms against witchcraft during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
and these were often used to pierce a cloth heart that was then placed within a
stoneware ‘witch-bottle’. In this instance, this practice was designed to affect those
who cast the spell and, perhaps, a similar reasoning lay behind the deposition of
the charms at Higher Moss Side Farm.

A typical collection of items (stoneware bottle, pins, cloth
heart, and hair) that were used as charms against witchcraft
in the post-medieval period

The archaeological project in association with the construction of the Kingsway
Business Park clearly produced valuable archaeological evidence. It allowed
insights into the patterns and types of rural settlement, and associated activities
that, perhaps, typified those undertaken through a swathe of northern Greater
Manchester, an area which, historically, lay within south-east Lancashire. The
site also contained evidence for prehistoric activity, clearly indicating that the
landscape was utilised by the region’s earliest communities.
Although some limited information about Roman and medieval activity was
apparent, the greatest result of the project was that it provided information on
the form and character of settlement during the post-medieval and industrial
periods. Importantly, a combination of documentary research, building survey,
and open-area excavation has produced valuable data on the range of house types
existing in this area, as well as their chronologies and development. In some cases
evidence was also uncovered for some of the activities that were practised within
them by their early post-medieval and later occupants. Naturally, many of these
activities related to farming, though others formed elements of cottage-based
industries, such as textile manufacturing, that were a significant feature of the
post-medieval rural economy. These also led to the creation of architecturally
distinctive types of rural buildings.
Whilst the building remains recorded on the Kingsway Business Park are not in
themselves unusual, they do provide valuable details relating to the development
of yeoman and tenanted farms and workers’ cottages within Greater Manchester,
throughout the post-medieval and industrial eras. Significantly, those at Kingsway
Business Park also represent one of the most coherent groups of post-medieval/
industrial-era rural buildings that have yet been subjected to archaeological
investigation within the boundaries of the metropolitan area. Additionally, the
sites examined highlight the clear benefits and rewards that can be achieved
by combining building survey and excavation in places that are earmarked for
demolition and redevelopment.

Excavated remains at Higher Moss Side
Farm (GMAAS Archive)

This booklet describes the archaeology and history of the
Kingsway Business Park. Significantly, the archaeology,
which includes below-ground remains and upstanding
buildings, together with documentary evidence, allows
some insights into aspects of the early landscape, in
particular in the post-medieval period and industrial
era. In a similar way to many other developer-funded
archaeological investigations, this work was devised
through consultation with a regional archaeological
curatorial body, which in this case was the Greater
Manchester Archaeological Advisory Service. Its remit is
to provide planning advice prior to any new development,
which might have an impact on buried and/or upstanding
remains. This advice is in accordance with national
Surveying the remains at Cherry
guidelines, specifically those covered by the National
Tree Farm (GMAAS Archive)
Planning Policy Framework, which was introduced in
March 2012, and revised in 2018, as a means of conserving and enhancing the historic
environment.
In all cases, if it is felt that the proposed development will have an impact on archaeological
remains, the curatorial bodies will recommend that the developers fund a programme of
archaeological investigation. Normally, a desk-based assessment forms the first phase of
this investigation, which will be completed on behalf of the developer by an archaeological
consultant, or unit. This assessment uses historical maps, documents, and photographs,
data held in the HER, along with the results of any previous archaeological investigations,
to consider the presence and likely survival of any potential archaeological sites within
the proposed development area. If, following assessment, it is felt that archaeological
remains might be present within the development area, a phase of archaeological survey
and excavation might then be recommended, which again is funded by the developer.
Archaeological survey is used to record any upstanding remains of historic significance.
In the case of Kingsway, these included the survey of historic farms, cottages, and
earthwork sites.

Archaeological excavation will initially take the form of an archaeological evaluation,
which is usually undertaken by an archaeological unit such as Oxford Archaeology
North. This type of excavation normally involves trial trenching, which targets the
areas of archaeological potential identified by the desk-based assessment and also by
any archaeological surveys that have been completed across the site. The aim of this
trenching is to determine the presence, or absence, of buried remains and, if present, to
establish their date and state of preservation.
Depending on the results of this evaluation, a further phase of archaeological excavation may
be recommended. This, often larger-scale, excavation focuses on the areas which have been
identified by the evaluation as having archaeological significance. During this phase of work,
all of the archaeological structures and deposits are excavated and recorded, and all artefacts
indentified are collected.
Following excavation, the records of the remains and artefacts are ordered, catalogued, analysed,
and interpreted. An illustrated excavation report and a site archive are then produced, which
are deposited ultimately with a local museum for future researchers to consult.

Excavating Haigh Field Cottages
(GMAAS Archive)

